
EMBODIED ORACULAR INQUIRY:  
ANXIETY AND INSTINCT 

 
 
 

BEFORE THE PRACTICE: 
 

List five things that cause you to feel anxious, unsettled or unsafe.  These can be 
personal, collective, global, and they also be things that are causing you immediate, 
more acute anxiety, or things that have just settled in and create an undertone of anxiety 
in the background of your being. 
 
For each of these things, answer the following questions: 
 

● Do I feel acute anxiety about this or an ever-present undertone or both? 
● What is the worst case scenario(s) I usually imagine or fear? 
● Other than “anxious” what are three other words that could describe my state of 

being in relationship to this thing/situation/person?  (ie, helpless, neglected, 
terrified, alone, etc.) 

● Have I ever made truly wise choices or action around this situation from an 
anxious place? 

● Have I ever made really unwise or even ultimately self-destructive choices around 
this situation from an anxious place? 

● On a scale of 1 - 10, how much vital energy am I losing to this anxiety and it’s 
accompanying mental preoccupations with what might happen? 

 

 
AFTER THE PRACTICE: 
 

What does anxiety feel like in your body, as a sensate experience? 
 
Can you describe in your own words the difference and the relationship between what 
you authentically, instinctually sense in a moment vs. what that sensing becomes when 
it is brought to your mind, fears, and projections? 
 
Can you imagine yourself coming to know this sensate experience of anxiety as a signal 
to stop and soften into greater support and nourishment, rather than as a signal to amp 
up into action? 



 
What does it look like/feel like to you to gather yourself and to turn toward nourishment 
and presence rather than to lift up and out, when you feel a signal of alarm or an instinct 
to be more aware? 
 
How can you strengthen your connection to the present moment in general, so that you 
are more rooted in the real rather than the imagined? 
 
What is the most wisely  loving  action you could take for yourself the next time you feel 
anxious or afraid? 
 
Do you trust that if you empty yourself of static and anxiety and resist the compulsion to 
act from that place, you will indeed receive guidance towards right action from the 
center of your being?  
 
Anxiety often has at its root the knowing that in many ways you don’t know what will 
happen, and there are many things that are out of your direct control.  How do you sit 
with this truth, how are you forging an alliance with the unknown, with surrender, to 
what is? 
 
 


